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Morpheme is the basic unit in the study of word formation. Study about
morpheme, roots and affixes are very important parts in my paperwork named
“The contrastive analysis of derivate noun formation between Chinese and Thai
and errors of Thai student in acquisition”, because the derivate is just composed
of roots and affixes. In chapter two of this paper, we firstly explain Chinese and
Thai morphemes, roots and affixes, in order to let the students understand the
following issues, for examples: what is root and affix, what is the law of word
formation, and how they compose together to form a new word, and what are the
functions, features, and role of the root and affix is the most basic knowledge of
Chinese teaching. In order to understand word formation unit and law of word-
formation, first of all, we need understand the features of word formation units and
word formation rules of your mother language. Before study the characteristics of
Chinese derived nouns formation, we should compare the derived word formation
of Chinese and Thai, so that we can find similarities and differences between of
their characteristic. In this paper, I did separate study on Chinese and Thai
derived word formation, after that I conducted comparative study and finally
recommended some suggestions on teaching Chinese derived words.
This paper is divided into four parts and gradually expanded. The first chapter
focuses on the significance of the topics as follows: modern Chinese and Thai
words formation research; research methods; expected sources. The second
chapter aims at Chinese and Thai derived word formation; introduction of modern
Chinese and Thai derived word formation, connecting roots and affixes, analysis
and classification of Chinese and Thai roots and affixes, finding the differences
and similarities of them. The third section concentrates on derived noun affixes
research; in this section we will discuss the ability of modern Chinese and Thai













compare the ability and characteristic of them. In chapter four, errors often made
by Thai students are been demonstrated and analyzed. And we will suggest some
teaching methods for modern Chinese derived words.
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